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Abstract: Too influence riskk perception of
o laypersons and
increase acceeptance towarrds a new tech
hnology numbbers
of probabilitty or detailed description of
o the technoloogy
are insufficieent. In this intterview-based
d study we likee to
investigate thhe effects of different types of knowleedge
transfer on thhe perceived risk concernin
ng EMF (Elecctro
Magnetic Fieelds). Dependiing on the exp
perimental settting
the particippants get a brochure co
ontaining eitther
"knowledge about this new technology
y" or "knowleedge
about the rissk context". Participants
P
arre split in an exposed (living near a trannsmitter) and
d a non-expoosed
group. Furthher variables such
s
as person
nal concernm
ment,
motivational profile, inforrmation-processing mode, trrust
and confidennce will be connsidered as weell.
Introoduction
Empirical finndings could obviously claarify that layppersons do not understand risk
r
simply as the productt of
probability annd harm. Theyy do include various
v
peripheeral
85;
characteristiccs (Slovic, Fischhoff
F
& Lichtenstein,
L
Slovic, 87; S
Slovic, 92).
1.1 Unknow
wn and comp
plex technolog
gy
Mobile comm
munication stiill can be und
derstood as a nnew
technology, w
where the risk has to be considered
c
as hypothetical orr vage. Peoplee have little knowledge
k
how
w it
really workss, what type of
o radiation it
i is, how pottent
transmitters aare and in how
w far health efffects are possib
ible.
Experts probbably think that
t
the low acceptance oof a
technology iss the result off a lack of kno
owledge. And if a
new and unkknown technoology causes negative
n
feeliings
among people then a trannsfer of know
wledge about the
would make it
i less unknow
wn and thereffore
technology w
more accepttable. In our point of view
w the transferr of
knowledge aabout the techhnology does not increase the
acceptance significantly on its ow
wn. In addittion
knowledge aabout the riskk context has to be transferrred
and social truust has to be considered
c
as well.
w

nfused with pprobabilities, therefore ann
perrsons are con
adeequate represeentation of freequencies or a comparisonn
witth other sourcees of risks willl be advantag
geous (Scholz,,
87;; Gigerenzer, 97;
9 Nothbaum
m, 97). The inffluences of thee
soccial context sh
hould be a partt of the brochu
ure as well: Inn
thee year 1912 e.g
g. people werre warned thatt the regularlyy
usee of a phone might
m
provoke mania diseases.
1.3 Methodic Design
D
Thiis will be a 2x
x4 Design, whhere each grou
up contains att
least 20 personss. To investiggate the effectt of exposuree
parrticipants are split
s
in an expposed, who aree living near a
GS
SM-transmitterr, and a non-eexposed group
p. To evaluatee
sysstematically th
he effect of thhe knowledgee transfer onee
gro
oup gets the brrochure about the technolog
gy, the secondd
gro
oup gets the brochure about
ut the risk context, the thirdd
gro
oup gets both
h brochures aand the forth group is thee
con
ntrol group, what
w
means thhey don't get any
a brochure..
Parrticipants aree interviewedd before thee knowledgee
tran
nsfer, shortly after and a vieew month afteer.
1.4
4 A psycholo
ogical model oof risk percep
ption
Wh
hy exposed people often pperceive risk in a differentt
way
y then non-eexposed peopple? Why so
ome exposedd
peo
ople are extreemely concerrned about th
he risk whilee
oth
her exposed people
p
are nott concerned at
a all? Whichh
mo
otivational and
d cognitive prrocesses trigger that differ-encce? What is the relationshiip between ex
xposure, con-cerrnment and risk perception?? To answer th
hese questionss
we investigate risk perceptionn on an individ
dual level.
Fig
g. 1: Supposeed model of thhe causal rellationship be-tweeen variables

1.2 Risk coontext
In our investigation we compare sysstematically ttwo
types of knnowledge trannsfer. A brocchure containning
"knowledge about this new
n
technolog
gy" and anotther
brochure conntaining "know
wledge about the risk conteext"
will be desiggned and distriibuted among
g our participaants.
The latter brrochure incluudes comparissons of differrent
types of risks, a clear and vivid represeentation of proobabilities, a brieef summary of
o the ongoing discussion inn the
area of EMF
F and considderations conccerning the cconstruction of risk notion (Rohrmann,
(
98).
9
Usually llay-

In a risk commun
nication conteext a change of
o risk percep
ption/risk acceeptance on thee individual leevel depends
directly on the co
ontent and thee source of thee information,

the information processing mode (analytic versus intuitive) and the motivational profile in the sense of a subjective weight. The information-processing mode results
from the personal concernment and the cognitive capacity. Personal concernment depends on the content
and source of the information, the fact to be exposed or
not and the motivational profile.
Variables as the personal concernment and the motivational profile will be assessed by various interview items
(Figner & Grasmück, 99). It is very important to say that
the personal concernment or involvement is not simply a
reflection of the fact of to be exposed or not. More than
that it is the result of an interaction of the information,
the exposure and the motivational profile (Grasmück,
Hürlimann & Scholz, 01).
In addition to the content of the information the source or
the sender of the information plays also an important role
in a risk communication context (e.g. Jungermann, H.,
Pfister, H.-J., & Fischer, K. 1996). A dual-mode model
of social trust and confidence is suggested (Earle, T.
C.,Siegrist, M., & Gutscher, H., 01), where social trust is
based on a value similarity and confidence is based on
the past performance of the actor. Both influence the risk
acceptance and the willingness to cooperate. In the sense
of an interaction social trust can influence the confidence
via the perception of the performance. In agreement with
Prof. Gutscher and Dr. Siegrist we will use the same
items as them.
Beside the content and the source of the information, the
kind of information processing has to be considered as
well: analytic versus intuitive (Scholz, 87), heuristic
versus systematic (Chaiken, Liberman & Eagly, 87) or
central versus peripheral (Petty & Caccioppo, 86). In the
analytical mode information is evaluated carefully and
rational. In the intuitive mode information is judged
rather superficial by the use of simple heuristics. A
famous example of such a heuristic is the inconsiderate
and non-critical acceptance of an argument, only because
I trust very much in the source of the information. The
idea that this kind of information processing affect the
Risk judgement was not really new but recently revitalized by Trumbo (99) or by Griffin et al. (99). The personal concernment and the cognitive capacity influence
the information-processing mode. We suppose a curvilinear relationship between concernment and the probability to be in an analytic information processing mode or
a reverse curvilinear relationship between concernment
and the probability to be in an intuitive information-processing mode. If the concernment of a person
is very low then it is just too bored to invest too much
energy in the topic. If the concernment of a person is very
high than it is just too activated and stressed to look
carefully at the things (Jepson & Chaiken, 90). In a
medium range of concernment or activation an optimal
analytic information processing takes place, according to
the Yerkes-Dodson-rule (08). In our investigation we
don't pay attention to the cognitive capacity as a variable.
Regarding the motivational profile an interesting double
function is suggested. On the one hand it determines the
degree of the personal concernment and the way in which
the information is processed. On the other hand the

motivational profile directly affects the risk perception
and acceptance in the sense of a subjective weight of the
information content (Lopes, 95). The relationship between the perceived benefit and the risk judgement is
supposed to be inverse (Alhakami & Slovic, 94).
Conclusion
Which information has to be transferred for an optimized
impact on risk perception? Knowledge about the technology and/or knowledge about the risk context? In how
far the knowledge transfer is influenced or interacts with
psychological parameters of the individual?
Thus, the main goals of this social science project are 1st
to get a better understanding of the risk perception concerning mobile communication (more precisely GSM
radiation) on the individual level and 2nd to investigate
the impacts of different types of knowledge transfer in
risk communication.
According to our hypotheses the transfer of "knowledge
about this new technology" does not increase the acceptance significantly on its own. Whereas the transfer of
"knowledge about the risk context" should have a major
effect, which could be modulated by the exposure, the
personal concernment, the motivational profile, the
information-processing mode, the social trust in the
Mobile Communication Corporations and the confidence
in the content of the information material.
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